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Lead Identification & Optimization:
Generating Bicyclic RGD CLIPSTM Peptides
for Therapeutic Drugs without Side Effects

How to specifically kill invading microbes using chemicals, like
a bullet fired from a gun? This question forms the basis of the
“magic bullet” concept of 20th century Nobel Prize laureate Paul
Ehrlich [1]. His work helped lay the foundation of immunology,
and Ehrlich’s vision has been tackled by many drug developers
since. In this respect, multicyclic peptides are getting close to
perfect. They are increasingly being utilized as a homing device –
to bring cytotoxic killing agents into cancers with unprecedented
effectivity and success, creating little to no side effects. In this
whitepaper, we illustrate how the affinity and selectivity of bicyclic
RGD peptides were optimized from scratch in a stepwise manner,
finally reaching an extraordinary level when compared to the
field’s standard compounds.
Lead identification and optimization is a crucial step in the design of
peptide-based drugs. Most peptide leads display interesting properties for
therapeutic drugs but are suboptimal, and need to be enhanced to truly
function as a “magic bullet” by increasing their potency and pharmacokinetic
properties. The RGD motif is a commonly used sequence in the field of drug
discovery. Several studies have characterized the therapeutic properties of
RGD peptides for blocking tumor growth [2]. Discovered almost 40 years
ago by Pierschbacher and Ruoslathi, it is one of the first peptide binding
motifs to recognize the extracellular matrix (ECM) protein fibronectin.

The RGD motif is important for cell recognition and cell adhesion, and has been

RGD peptides. One of the best examples is the molecule cilengitide, binding with

used in tumor therapy and tissue engineering. RGD peptide-based therapeutics for

high affinity to various integrin receptors – the molecules and receptors of the

nerve regeneration could consist of soft hydrogels modified with ECM proteins or

extracellular matrix. However, the lack of selectivity of cilengitide in binding to

fragments, as well as linear and cyclic peptides [3]. In the years after its discovery,

closely related integrins is striking. This may well be the reason why cilengitide failed

the Kessler group (and many others) developed a plethora of different cyclo-

in a recent phase III clinical trial for the treatment of glioblastomas (brain cancer).
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Fabricating RGD Peptides with Unprecedented Selectivity
(Multi)cyclic peptides represent an important platform in drug development
owing to their unique properties, such as conformational restriction and low
toxicity. Peptides produced by nature, for example romidepsin, vancomycin,
and ciclosporin, and semisynthetic peptides such as dalbavancin are
established peptide-based drugs.
In recent years, the bicyclic CLIPSTM peptide platform, first described by our
group, has attracted considerable interest. It combines high target affinities
and selectivities with appreciable proteolytic stabilities. Bicyclic CLIPSTM
peptides represent a group of target-specific and proteolytically-stable
compounds, displaying great potential for therapeutic drug development.
Certain CLIPSTM peptides with improved selectivity could potentially function as
cancer therapeutics. Also, high affinity peptidomimetic peptides were reported
by Heckmann et al. as potential anti-angiogenic cancer therapeutics.
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To fabricate RGD peptides with unprecedented selectivity towards a
variety of integrins, Pepscan designed “randomized libraries” of bicyclic
RGD CLIPSTM peptides. One loop contained the RGD motif (either 1st
or 2nd loop) and the other contained a fully randomized trimeric XXX
sequence. The idea was that varying the amino acid sequence in this
loop would “tune” the integrin selectivity. Both loops were flanked by a
total of 3 cysteine residues (either L- or D-) to which the central CLIPSTM
scaffold, that ultimately shapes the bicyclic structure, was attached.
Doing so, a total of 672 different RGD bicycles were screened for their
affinity to integrins αvβ3 and α5β1. This yielded the first generation lead
peptides CT3HEQcT3RGDcT3 and CT3QADcT3RGDcT3 (“C” = l-cysteine, “c” =
d-cysteine,

“CT3” or “cT3” = cysteines covalently connected via a central

T3-CLIPSTM scaffold) with IC50 values of 195 and 359 nM for integrin
αvβ3, and CT3RGDcT3AYGCT3 and CT3RGDCT3NWGCT3 with IC50 values of
406 and 2084 nM for integrin α5β1 [4, 5]. Further optimization of these
primary leads using systematic replacements of the 3 residues in the
randomized loop revealed CT3HPQcT3RGDcT3 and CT3HPQCT3RGDcT3 as
the best binders to integrin αvβ3 with IC50 values of 30 and 31 nM, and
CT3RGDcT3AYJCT3 (J = d-leucine) and CT3RGDcT3AYaCT3 (a = d-alanine) with
IC50 values of 90 and 156 nM for integrin α5β1. All RGD bicycles showed
IC50 values of ~1000 nM or higher for non-target RGD-binding integrins
(i.e. αvβ3, αvβ5 and α5β1), despite the fact that conventional RGD binders
showed no selectivity at all.
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RGD CLIPSTM Peptides: Straightforward, Cost-Effective, and Versatile
Our studies demonstrated the large potential of multicyclic RGD peptides inside PEG-based hydrogels for the first time, showing superior fibroblast and nerve
growth compared to linear and monocyclic RGD peptides. This proves their potential in an ECM model to pave the way for a new class of biomaterials for nerve
regeneration. We presented multicyclic RGD CLIPSTM peptides as a novel platform for high-affinity and high-selectivity integrin binders. These peptides offer a
straightforward, cost-effective, and versatile alternative for established binders. The observed high selectivities for certain integrins suggests applications in integrinmediated in vivo tumor staining, cancer diagnostics, and cancer therapeutics – with unprecedented effectivity and success and creating little to no side effects.
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Pepscan is a premier provider of peptide based products &
services. We also offer our profound knowledge of peptides for
drug discovery collaborations.
Pepscan is specialized in constrained peptides, and is the inventor
of the CLIPS™ constraining technology. Our CLIPS peptides
represent a new generation of biotherapeutics, offering antibodylike affinity and selectivity in a small, fully synthetic molecule.
www.pepscan.com
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